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Introduced in as a model, the TJ reintroduced the circular headlights the classic Jeep models
had been known for. For the model year, the long-wheelbase Unlimited model was introduced.
From to , designers worked at the new Chrysler Technical Center , building on various design
proposals. In May , now with engineering and supplier input, Santoro's final Wrangler
production design was frozen at 32 months ahead of initial assembly. Verification prototypes
using production bodies were built from early and tested through late As YJ production ceased
in December , the last pre-production TJ examples were assembled, with start of series of
production in January Unveiled on January 2, , at the Detroit Auto Show as an early model year
introduction model year skipped , the TJ was an evolutionary update. It later arrived in Jeep
showrooms in April , after 6 years of overall investment and 36 month production development
phase. Instead of leaf springs , this updated Wrangler featured a modern coil-spring
suspension, front and rear, based on that of the Jeep Grand Cherokee , for better ride and
handling, and a return to the classic CJ's round headlamps. The engine is the same 4. The 2. In
MY , the fuel tank became standard at 19 U. There were some changes between the and years.
From to , the side door mirrors were black metal framed mirrors; and from to they were plastic
molded mirrors. The fit of hard and soft tops is slightly different, and the fabric and colors
available changed from to In MY , the 3-speed automatic transmission was replaced with a
4-speed automatic with overdrive. The overdrive can be turned off with a dash switch. The radio
bezels went from a rectangle in to a rounded-edged rectangle for The sound bar inside was
changed to sound pods. The interior seats also changed design, going from a rounder model to
one with a distinct separation between back and headrest areas. The standard skid plate was
also revised for to make room for the Rubicon's bigger NVOR transfer case. This version of the
Wrangler is also notable for being the last production vehicle to use AMC -related parts. A right
hand drive version of the TJ was available for export markets, and was also offered for sale to
U. The version offered to U. The longer frame has one extra crossmember and overall, the
Unlimited is some 15 inches longer than a standard TJ, offering 2 inches more rear-seat
legroom, and 13 inches more cargo space length. Starting in , Automotive Industries Ltd. AIL ,
an Israeli automaker and major supplier of the Israeli Security Forces , began delivery of their
2nd generation of "Storm" military jeeps, manufactured under licence from Chrysler, to the
Israel Defense Forces. The new model incorporated a number of significant changes â€” both in
regard to its predecessor, as well as compared to its Wrangler basis. Perhaps the most obvious
change is the addition of dual passenger doors, making the Storm II the first five-door Jeep
Wrangler derivative. Jeep Wrangler TJ uses a recirculating ball -type steering gear. For the
model year , the Jeep Wrangler TJ received a mid-cycle restyling. On the exterior, there were
new wheel designs to choose from, as well as new exterior decals. Under the hood, a new 2. A
new off-road focused Rubicon model was introduced, The Ultradrive 42RLE automatic
transmission became the sole automatic transmission regardless of engine choice. On the
interior, a new steering wheel derived from the Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ was added, and
interior switch gear was also revised. A standard four-speaker audio system and optional
seven-speaker premium audio system with a front center console-mounted subwoofer and
amplifier were both available. Sirius Satellite Radio became available for the first time on the
Wrangler. The seats were redesigned with new fabrics and improved comfort. The key was also
redesigned with a new round head. The 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Although the new Wrangler stood out by its square headlights, its body was a direct evolution
of the preceding CJ-7 , and rode on the same wheelbase. The Wrangler featured an updated
interior, offered more comfort and improved safety and handling, through a revised chassis that
included wider tracks and a slightly lower stance. Development of a potential CJ-7 replacement
was green-lit in , with engineering and design work under Chuck Mashigan commencing. After
approval earlier in , a final design freeze occurred by the fall of , with CJ-7 based mules being
built in late and the first production body test prototypes in the spring of By late , development
concluded, as the transition from pilot to series production began. In February , the Jeep
Wrangler was unveiled, entering production that March, and going on sale on May 13, American
Motors Corporation AMC had designed the new Jeep to be more comfortable on-road in an
attempt to attract more daily drivers. The YJ still had leaf spring suspension similar to that of
the CJ â€” however the springs were wider, and the first Wrangler sported trackbar suspension
links and anti-roll bars for improved handling and safety, making it less easy to flip by untrained
or unwary drivers. Despite the new grille, the body is very similar to that of the CJ-7, and it is
interchangeable with some minor modifications. The YJ also was given a larger windshield over
the CJ. The YJs are easily identifiable due to the rectangular headlights and the fact that the
wiper blades rest on the windshield, giving this version a distinctive look. The blades rested on
the windshield due to the now wider arc of the blades to clean the larger windshield. These two
changes were later removed when the TJ was launched The YJ used a 2. The NP transfer case
was used only for and replaced by the NP In , the Sahara model debuted. The roll cage was
extended in to allow for rear shoulder belts, Also that year, the YJ switched over to an electronic
speedometer, outmoding the cable speedos on older YJs. Anti-lock brakes were added as an
option in An automatic transmission option for 4-cylinder Wranglers came in , as well as a
standard center high-mounted brake light. Also, the clutch slave cylinder on manual
transmission Wranglers was moved outside of the transmission's bellhousing to allow for
easier replacement. In , the Dana 30 larger U-joints were used [front axle U-joints x and rear
pinion U-joint ]. There were no model year Jeep Wranglers. This included the new TJ bumpstops
on the hood rubber boots vs the traditional U-bars , reinforced tailgate hinges, and some even
had rear TJ bumpers. Some also got the newly tuned straight-6 engine that was designed to run
quieter in preparation for the TJ. Top options for YJ were the same as those offered on TJ. A
Soft top with "half doors", featuring soft plastic zipper windows came standard windows could
be removed completely from these doors. Full-frame doors with conventional glass windows
were optional on soft-top models. Hard tops with rear wiper and defroster were optional, but
came standard with full-framed doors. The YJ featured large mirrors with manually adjustable
arms on half-door models, while full-framed doors received smaller adjustable mirrors with
fixed arms which were mounted further away from the door corner, compared to the larger-style
mirrors. Depending on year and interior color, Jeeps could be had with the top colors in black,
white, tan and gray. Roll-bar padding normally matched top color, with the exception of white
tops. From to Jeep produced an options package known as the "Islander". Features of the
package are as follows:. Vehicles were shipped as optioned Wranglers to Autostyle in the
Detroit area, where the Renegade Decor Package was installed, then shipped back to Jeep for
delivery to dealers. Renegades all have a small sticker on the driver's side door, right above the
latch denoting the visit to Autostyle. Initially, all Renegades were white, black, or red. Blue and
bronze were added for the and model years, respectively. Contents of the Renegade Decor
Package include:. Although soft-top models came standard with "half doors", full framed doors
with glass windows were an option, and as on all 6-cylinder Wranglers, air-conditioning was
also an option. A column shift automatic was also an available option, but it was not popular.
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non-commercial use. Number 3: Jeep Wrangler Average 5-year depreciation percentage: It's no
surprise to see the Jeep Wrangler near the top of this list. The legendary off-road sport utility
vehicle has long enjoyed stellar resale value. It's also worth noting that there aren't really any
competitors that offer the combination of open-air driving, off-road prowess and relative
affordability. The Jeep Wrangler Unlimited falls into fifth place. Like the Ram that we saw at
number six, the Wrangler isn't a vehicle you'd traditionally expect on a list of vehicles that
attract speeding tickets. We know, we're excited about the new Jeep Wrangler Rubicon as well.
It has horsepower, even more capability off the beaten path, and finally answers the question,
"What would happen if Jeep put a V8 in the Wrangler? Ditto the also-new Wrangler 4xe plug-in
hybrid that surges the Wrangler into the future while the simultaneously basks in the
high-octane glories of yesteryear. Another question we don't yet know the answer to: How does
the Wrangler compare to the new Ford Bronco? Basically, stay tuned for all of the above. As for
the rest of the extensive '21 Wrangler lineup, we've got you covered. As always, though, we'll
share a word of warning: Though every one of those Wranglers is cool and capable, none is
what we'd call civilized by modern standards. Ride comfort, handling, interior noise, safety
ratings, fuel economy , cabin security â€¦ we could go on, but just know that there are reasons
to consider a Jeep Grand Cherokee or Toyota 4Runner instead. There are significant additions
to the increasingly extensive Wrangler lineup. Chief among those are a pair of new models: the
Wrangler 4xe plug-in hybrid and its complete opposite, the horsepower Rubicon Neither will be
available until well into calendar year Engine availability has been greatly expanded. All trims
now are available with a choice of base V6, V6 with eTorque mild-hybrid system, the turbo
inline-four or the turbodiesel. Each also comes with automatic stop-start. The availability of the
full-time four-wheel-drive systems dubbed Rock-Trac for Rubicon and Selec-Trac for the others
has also been expanded. The Rubicon now comes standard with an Off-Road Plus driving mode
that adjusts throttle, transmission shift points and traction control, while a new optional
TrailCam gives you a view ahead from the bumper. Finally, there are 80th Anniversary and
Islander special appearance packages. The Jeep Wrangler has a stylized interior to match the
exterior looks. There's no mistaking it for any other vehicle when you're inside. The exterior
paint bleeds through onto the pillars and other parts of the interior. A tall, upright seating
position provides a commanding view over the relatively short, narrow hood. You sit close to
the windows and a windshield that is more raked than past Wranglers. All the controls are easily
within reach. There's a similar disparity in materials depending on how you option it. A Sahara
or Rubicon with all the leather boxes checked can start to feel half luxurious inside, while a
base Sport is a plastic and rubber paradise. Regardless of trim, though, the Wrangler's interior
is a very different place to be than most cars for sale today and a great improvement over its
predecessors. There are multiple roof designs available, but all allow the Wrangler to be a
convertible, albeit with varying degrees of difficulty. There are two "Sunrider" soft-tops that
differ in material the standard is vinyl and the Premium is a thicker canvas-like material but offer
the same improved functionality over the previous-generation Wrangler. They're still very noisy,
have plastic windows and allow a car prowler to easily "break" inside. The optional "Freedom
Top," available with black or body-colored pieces, corrects those issues. It provides a pair of
removable panels over the front seats, but they have to be stored someplace. You can also
remove the rear-quarter window panels, as you can with the Sunrider, for a freer-flowing cabin
while keeping the roof in place to prevent sunburns. If you're OK with the sun, though, there's
another option, and it may be the best of both worlds. Check out our full review with video of it
here. Finally, Jeep lets you do some things other manufacturers don't with the Wrangler. The
big one is that the doors two or four can be taken off. Then, if you particularly enjoy the taste of
bugs, the windshield can be laid flat on the hood. Remove the roof and you're basically left with
a Jeep skeleton. Features like these are just the beginning of why the Wrangler is so well loved
by its fanbase. Interior space for the Wrangler is respectable, especially if you opt for the

four-door. Rear legroom is compromised in the two-door at just The big annoyance is getting in
and out of the two-door's rear seats â€” lifting the suspension as owners often do makes it even
worse. Once you're back there, things are comfortable enough for short trips. However, the
upright seating could become problematic for longer ones. Cargo space for the two-door is a
meager The larger four-door has Ease of loading depends on your choice of roof soft top or
hardtop. The hardtop opens up the swing door and glass area easily, while the soft top makes
loading some items a pain because you'll have to remove part of the soft top to access the
whole loading area. It's also possible for fine dust and sand to make their way through the soft
top's seals. Settle in folks, this is going to take a while. For , the Wrangler gets even more
powertrain possibilities. The standard engine is a 3. A six-speed manual is standard and an
eight-speed automatic is optional. Fuel economy for a four-door automatic Wrangler the volume
seller is 19 mpg city, 24 mpg highway and 21 mpg combined. Differences in body style and
transmission have negligible effect. The result is greater refinement and tiny fuel economy
improvement. It produces hp and lb-ft of torque. The eight-speed auto is standard. This engine
also requires premium fuel. Consider this a performance upgrade. A most appealing upgrade is
probably the 3. It too is automatic only. If you do a lot of highway driving, this is the one to get
for now. The late-availability addition of the new Wrangle 4xe plug-in hybrid should change that
as Jeep is estimated it to get 50 MPGe mile-per-gallon equivalent. It combines the 2. It is
estimated to provide 31 miles on its electric charge, which will be especially beneficial around
town. On the other end of the spectrum is the new Wrangler Rubicon This is the long-awaited V8
Wrangler, specifically a 6. Jeep is estimating a mph time of 4. A beefed up eight-speed
automatic is included with a full-time Selec-Trac four-wheel-drive system. Every Wrangler has
four-wheel drive, but the standard system apart from and 4xe is operated by the driver with a
floor-mounted transfer case control. The available Selec-Trac and Rock-Trac full-time
four-wheel-drive systems effectively change into 4-Hi automatically when traction demands it. In
this way, it's a bit like an all-wheel-drive system, though it maintains a low range. We have yet to
drive the Wrangler Rubicon or Wrangler 4xe but will update this review when we do. For
everything else, Wrangler remains a bit of a bear to handle. The steering is slow and crosswinds
cause it stray from its lane on the highway. Bumps and road imperfections are felt throughout
your body, and the wind noise is quite tragic at higher speeds with the soft top. This Jeep is
definitely better than previous Wranglers for daily driving duty, but we still wouldn't recommend
that someone purchase one for that sole purpose. Acceleration is perfectly adequate from the
base V6 engines, and there's very little hunting and pecking as the automatic gearbox picks the
proper ratio. The six-speed manual is fine, with a reasonable clutch pedal that's not too hard or
long to make using it a pain. Far from it. There's just enough power to spin the rear tires from a
standing start with the V6, but know that the much heavier four-door model will be considerably
slower than the two-door Wrangler. As for the turbocharged four-cylinder, it may enjoy a fuel
economy advantage, but it actually feels quicker than the V6 as well. The thrust still won't blow
you away, but the turbo does represent a performance upgrade. The diesel engine provides the
slowest acceleration of the three powertrains and it's laggy, but oh boy, its abundant torque
makes it feel like you're packing a monster under the hood. It unfortunately sounds a bit like a
monster too, even if it's smooth and refined for a diesel. A 7-inch thin-film transistor TFT
information LED display in the Wrangler Rubicon gauge cluster allows the driver to configure
information in more than ways. The Uconnect system with 8. We take a look at the specs of both
the Wrangler and the new Bronco. We test the new best-of-both-worlds Sky roof option. Though
pricey, it's better than both the Sunrider soft top and Freedom hard tops. We try out the
long-awaited diesel-powered Wrangler. It's not quick, but it's refined and should deliver
impressive fuel economy. Our first impressions of the current-generation Jeep Wrangler when it
was introduced for We include details about its design and engineering, plus an in-depth look at
how it changed from the previous generation. However, that's for a two-door Sport with a
manual transmission. Few vehicles on the road today have as little standard equipment as the
Wrangler. It has manual locks and mirrors, air conditioning is optional, and inch wheels are
steel. A touchscreen infotainment interface is the rare bit of modernity, but its 5-inch size pales
in comparison to the available 7- and 8. Of course, this is but the tip of the iceberg as there is a
dizzying number of options available, from powertrains and 4x4 systems, to fancy creature
comforts like a heated steering wheel and adaptive cruise control. There are three core
Wrangler trim levels: the base Sport, Rubicon and four-door-only Sahara. The latter mostly adds
creature comforts, while the Rubicon represents the Wrangler in its most off-road-ready form.
Its additions include locking differentials, skid plates, inch tires and electronic disconnecting
sway bars. These mostly alter the Wrangler's appearance. There isn't much to speak of when it
comes to active safety tech for the Wrangler, but adaptive cruise control and forward collision
warning with automatic braking are at least available on the automatic-equipped Sahara or

Rubicon. Blind-spot warning and rear cross-traffic alert are also available as an option. It got the
second-worst "Marginal" rating in the Small Overlap Front crash test, however, in part because
it flipped onto its size after striking the crash barrier. Needless to say, that's not ideal. Neither
are its headlight ratings, which were "Marginal" or "Poor" depending on equipment. At least the
available forward collision avoidance system received top marks. Autoblog accepts vehicle
loans from auto manufacturers with a tank of gas and sometimes insurance for the purpose of
evaluation and editorial content. Like most of the auto news industry, we also sometimes accept
travel, lodging and event access for vehicle drive and news coverage opportunities. Our
opinions and criticism remain our own â€” we do not accept sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Buying Guide. Autoblog Staff. Share 0 Comments. Image
Credit: Jeep. What's new for ? What's the Wrangler interior and in-car technology like? How big
is the Wrangler? What are the performance and fuel economy? What's the Wrangler like to
drive? What more can I read about the Jeep Wrangler? We see how many bags you can fit
behind the four-door Wrangler's back seat. What features are available and what's the price?
What are its safety equipment and crash ratings? Related video:. Featured Gallery Jeep
Wrangler. Compare Now. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment.
View More. See Local Pricing. I'm not in the market for a vehicle at this time. Please move this
suggestion to the side for 30 days. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get
started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. Rear Generator Support Bracket Bolts to engine 2. Hey, great stuff but
you got some crazy numbers in the ft. Have looked at a couple of threads and they are great.
Again thanks,Spiritree. This is a bit confusing? Is this saying that the rear swaybar links are
different torques for upper and lower? Thanks super! The one for the nuts is there but for the
bolts is blank. Thank you so much for assembling these facts. You do not know the trouble it
was finding such simple information. There is everything else out there except for the basics!
Again thanks again for the information that is so necessary! I wish such information was more
readily available without jumping through so many hoops. The forums a great, but information
like this is not discussed. Wrangler engine number 7L Torque and fastening sequence for head
bolts Wrangler 2. Is the which lists 3. Is there a way to find out which ones I have for future
reference? Are the torque specs available for that engine or are they the same as the 3. Torque
settings for the thermostat housing are a bit high â€¦ snapped my bolt â€¦ need to extract.
Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure
JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Needless to say, knowing the proper torque setting for each
bolt and nut on your JK is important to know and the list below should help you to know just
how much you should be tightening them to. Lbs In. Pressure Plate Bolts â€” 2. Camshaft
Sensor Mounting Bolt â€” 3. Front bumper support bolts 90 Pitman Shaft Overcenter Drag 0.
Fitting, cooler line at trans Where did you gather these specs? And where might I find them for a
TJ? It would be great to have drawing with those torques. Thanks a warm hello from FT.
Buchanan, Puerto Rico. Thank you Respectfully Alan Grieve 1Alanwayne. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Front Suspension Rear Suspension. Wheels Tire
Pressure Monitor. Camshaft Sensor Mounting Bolt â€” 2. License Plate Bracket Mounting
Screws. Occupant Classification Module Mounting Screw. Occupant Restraint Controller
Mounting Nut. Washer Reservoir Mounting Screw Diesel. Turbocharger Adapter oil feed line to
engine block connection. Skip to main content of over 3, results for "jeep wrangler
accessories". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a
new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Best Seller in Antenna Toppers. Amazon's Choice for jeep wrangler
accessories. Amazon's Choice Highly rated and well-priced products. Plasticolor Jeep
Weatherpro 4 Pc. Floor Mat Set. Limited time deal. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Need help?
Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this

menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. We hope every car owner can have a better driving experience through our products.
Base is made of high quality black color ABS plastic and will never rust, corrode or peel, also
can give stability and strength when mounted Cover is made from heavy duty aluminum which
is highly durable Resistant to gasoline and other hazardous chemicals. Aluminum alloy cover
with black ABS bottom, strong and sturdy enough to keep the car tank room safety and prevent
water or dust from entering. Very useful tool to protect and decorate your loving car. Made of
high quality materials, will never rust, corrode or peel, also can give stability and strength when
mounted, highly durable for long last using. American flag pattern printed by laser, that is
difficult to fade, long in preservation and performance life. Wish American Spirit always with
you! Easy to install, No drilling required, Non-Locking, smooth door operation, and
anti-corrosion finish. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: March
12 - In stock on March 10, Order it now. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in
Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. This
fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships
sooner than the other. Show details. Sold by AutoHeaven and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
FREE Shipping. Sold by Bestway and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product
Description. Product Introduction. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Appearance and finish is fine. Had to break off to
fit. Instructions are rudimentary, Youtube is your friend here. Still rotates somewhat if you force
it. Seems snug enough to hold position as long as no one fools with it. Time will tell. Depress
the 2 retainer clips holding OEM gas cap assembly on can use finger or flathead screwdriver. I
find if you push the OEM rubber seal from the rear it's easier to remove. Remove gas-cap and
tether from OEM assembly. Install new rubber seal onto new assembly before installing. Push
assembly onto gas tank spout in correct orientation may need flathead screwdriver to aid in
getting seal around spout. Push until all 4 retainer clips click into place. This is a nice gas
cover. I love that it covers up the tacky gas cap that Jeep left exposed. The flag is awesome.
Really goes with our theme. To install you have to take off the taillight. Super easy install. It
does rotate a little after its installed. Not a big deal and not a lot. Images in this review. When
you were installing this there is a little hole that is been sized that a little teeny tiny piece of
plastic on this new gas cap is supposed to stick through to hold it in place for whatever reason
the manufacture put this in the wrong location. Simply get a razor blade and cut that little tiny
thing off and it will fit fine. The one downside to having a JK is the wide open gas cap. Now I
have a gas cap door and not only does it cover the hole but it also looks good. The door is
aluminum and has a nice rugged feel to it, the cap screws around the border look to be
removable too. I may even paint it later to match my color scheme. First off great fast shipping
and the quality of the paint and decal are amazing. It's a cast metal and just nice.. The bad.. The

part came in broken and can't be used. Now hopefully I can get another workout jumping
through hoops and spending more money. One person found this helpful. Well, I received this
cap and love the styling, however the install, wasn't quite as expected. There is a small teet that
is meant for alignment, and it was no where hear where it needed to be for my JK model,
however I clipped it off and filed it down, and used the piece anyway so there was a little
retrofitting that needed to take place, but overall, it was a pretty simple install. This would be a 5
star rating if there were written directions and there wasnt a defect in the paint. So
disappointing. And we cant put the old one back on because in taking it off two of the clips
broke. Really disappointed. I would love to be able to post a picture but there is no where to do
that on this review. I was looking for a gmc hd ruck and when I got it looking to return it but
instead it fit my f even though it was for a jeep.. All good See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: Best Rated in Gas Tank Doors , 4 door jeep wrangler
accessories , accessories for 2-door wranglers , new jeep wrangler accessories , aluminum cap
, Jeep Wrangler Accessories. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible
for this coupon. Saharaa Jesus. Auto Parts Outlets. TOP Autoparts. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For
more information go to Jeep Wrangler YJ While the Jeep CJ series was much loved for its
utilitarian characteristics, there came a time for a change when the market started leaning
towards compact 4WDs that can also be used as daily drivers. The Wrangler YJ was designed to
mix in the good qualities of its predecessor, the CJ-7, with improved ride quality and passenger
car comfort. The YJ was made to be more comfortable on the road, making it a good daily driver
as well. Still, the then-new Jeep Wrangler held on to the off-road capabilities and durability of
the CJ series. The then-new design featured a wider track and less ground clearance. The YJ
also sported a new grille and a larger windshield. The rectangular headlights gave it quite a
distinct look. It still retained the leaf spring suspension in the CJ, but it used wider springs and
had track bars and sway bars for smoother handling. The YJ was a factory designation, a name
derived from an engineering code. The Jeep Wrangler later on became a status symbol, not only
for off-road enthusiasts but also for young professionals, women, and students. The Wrangler
now has a broader market reach because of the changes made to improve ride comfort,
especially for street use. There was a mix reaction when the YJ first came out because of the
striking changes made, specifically the rectangular headlights. But over time, it did earn its own
stripes among old-timers and new-generation Jeep enthusiasts. It took time before they came
around, as the YJ later on proved itself to have a great design that mixes off-road capabilities
with street drivability. When buying a pre-loved Jeep Wrangler YJ, you have to check a couple
of things before sealing the deal. See if the exhaust manifold is still intact or already cracked
and test the turn signal and headlight switch. Have the vehicle checked for broken mounts and
for leaks on the differential, rear main seal, and other components. See if the radiator, water
pump, fan clutch, and trans clutch are still up to snatch. Other common issues with
second-hand Jeep Wrangler YJs are rusty drain holes and floor pans, a rotten windshield frame,
and a faulty carburetor. If the YJ is part of the recall, it should have been taken to the dealership
to have the issue fixed. If not, then the problem should be repaired by a skilled mechanic. Get in
touch with the dealership to see what can be done. It would be highly advised that you check
technical service bulletins for the Jeep Wrangler. Outdoor enthusiasts can attest to the
endurance and reliability of their Wranglers. From the gnarly traffic of an urban jungle to rocky
mountainous trails, this Jeep can drive through the most difficult terrains. On and off the road,
the Wrangler will always stand out as a leader in capability and power. Since it was designed for
the rugged outdoors, cleaning and maintaining it can be challenging. As an owner, keeping it in
pristine condition is an absolute must. Below are some basic tips on how to get your Wrangler
ready for the Great Outdoors. Not all Jeep Wranglers were created equal. Some of them were
driven on paved roads while others through rough terrains. No matter what type of adventure
your Wrangler takes you, basic maintenance is still key to its longevity. Engine oil and its filter
must be changed every 5, miles. Have its joints greased regularly and its serpentine drive belt
replaced every 60, miles. Tire rotation is highly recommended every 5, miles. Have their
pressure checked while filling your Jeep up. If you're really passionate about your Jeep, never

skip basic maintenance. Nobody wants to hop into a dirty interior, even if the Jeep was built for
off-road adventures. The accumulation of dust and mud can permanently damage its interior.
After a day of adventure, give your vehicle's interior a well-deserved cleaning. Remove the
mats, carpet and wash away any mud or dirt residue. Installing slush mats is the best way to
keep the interior floor protected from snow, water or mud. They also help keep the carpet and
interior clean. Seats also need protection against water, muddy clothes and premature wear and
tear. Neoprene or vinyl seat covers can make a huge difference in your Jeep's interior. The
Wrangler's top keeps its driver and passengers protected from the harsh elements. However,
tops are prone to wear and tear. Dirt, grime, bird droppings and even the sun's rays can shorten
the lifespan of these tops. Clean them regularly to keep them pristine. Avoid parking under trees
since their sap can contribute to the rapid wear of your Jeep's top including the body's
paintwork. Never use window-cleaning products containing ammonia and alcohol. They dry out
the plastic windows, which leads to discoloration. If the windows become foggy or hazy, use
plastic restoration kits to fix them. Car wax can also be applied on Wrangler hard tops to protect
it from the elements. When preparing your Jeep for an outdoor adventure, it's best to add some
accessories to keep it clean and protected. A bra or front-end cover helps protect its front grill
from bugs and rock chips while driving through a gravel path. Don't worry, the front-end cover
is easy to install. For Jeep owners who don't have space for a covered garage, there are vehicle
covers available on the market. These covers can protect your Jeep against the elements and
harmful rays of the Sun. Keep it pristine with these aftermarket accessories. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part.
Jeep Wrangler YJ Alternator. Jeep Wrangler YJ Carburetor. Jeep Wrangler YJ Distributor. Jeep
Wrangler YJ Driveshaft. Jeep Wrangler YJ Headlight. Jeep Wrangler YJ Muffler. Jeep Wrangler
YJ Starter. Jeep Wrangler YJ Valance. Refine by:. See All. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details
Notes : 3 in. OD; 1. Part Number: H Part Number: RJ Part Number: Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of
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lts. Feb 15, Good product. Works great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb 07, Dec 21,
Everything you need and more. Awesome prices. Yes it was a direct match for the wife's 06
Mustang fit perfect easy to install great price Works awesome wife's very happy. I have bought
other things for my Mustang also very happy all the time great prices can't be beat. Do all my
shopping here for my automobiles save a lots of money. Coon bros racing Coon bros racing.
Purchased on Dec 06, Replacement Clutch Master Cylinder. Oct 23, Easy fix. Took about a half
hour to install. Pre bled and works great. Mike Mc Mike Mc. Purchased on Mar 30, Jeep Wrangler
YJ Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. Instead, it has to do with a flaw in the design, which
could cause friction and fracture on the plate. This may lead to overheating and may possibly
result in. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

